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ABSTRACT

The VocalNotes dataset is a collection of audio and
annotations for excerpts of vocal performances from five
musical traditions - Japanese Minyo, Chinese Hebei
Bangzi opera, Russian traditional singing, Alpine yodel
and Jewish Romaniote chant. For each tradition the
dataset contains: about 10 minutes of audio;
documentation for the songs from which annotated
fragments originate; f0, independent onset, offset and
note pitch annotations created by two or three experts;
The dataset was created as part of the VocalNotes project
[1]. It is released under CC-BY-NC-SA license and can
be accessed by filling out a request form.

1. INTRODUCTION

A major challenge in MIR is the lack of annotated data,
especially for singing. Recently, large datasets based on
crowd-sourced non-expert annotations, improved by deep
neural networks, have been introduced (DALI [2],
MIR-ST500 [3]), yet the resulting quality of the
annotations is low and is difficult to assess. While these
datasets comprise mainly Western popular music, new
high-quality corpora of non-Western vocal traditions have
emerged more recently, including for Georgian [4],
Korean [5] and Chinese songs [6]. Cross-cultural datasets
have been published outside MIR, e.g. by the
Speech/Song project [7]. Here we expand on this by
releasing a dataset of vocal performances from five
different traditions – Japanese, Chinese, Russian, Alpine
and Jewish – with pitch and note annotations by experts
from each tradition.

Automated systems continue to fall short of human
expertise in singing onset and note annotation [8].

Figure 1. Fundamental frequency curve of a Russian
traditional song “Vy kumushki kumitesia” from Poozerie
region, played on a keyboard and sung by the traditional
performer Olga Sergeeva

Typically in MIR research, one develops algorithms that
aim to reproduce a ‘ground truth’. One of the pitfalls is
the assumption that there is one ‘correct’ way to
transcribe music, which has been refuted by
ethnomusicologists [9]–[14]. Transcriptions can differ
due to cultural knowledge, or different aims as to what
level of detail should be annotated. Limits of human
perception can lead to uncertainties, and transcribers may
have different strategies to resolve uncertainties. Singing
in particular is difficult to transcribe due to inherently
unstable pitch curves (Fig. 1) and vocal drift [15]. Vocal
techniques such as vibrato, embellishments and glides
contribute to the analytical ambiguity of singing, for
humans and automated systems alike. Following [16] we
provide a larger dataset with the advantage of
independent expert annotations for each excerpt,
exploring the concept of a variable ground truth, which
we hope will aid the development of more flexible
automated transcription algorithms that can deal with
ambiguities.
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Figure 2. The VocalNotes project participants map.

2. THE VOCALNOTES PROJECT

The VocalNotes project [1] investigated how expert
traditional music listeners conceive of notes in vocal
performances by studying similarities and differences in
their transcriptions. Teams of experts from five musical
traditions (Japanese Min’yo, Chinese Bangzi opera,
Russian traditional village singing, Alpine yodelling, and
Romaniote Jewish chanting) each transcribed 10 minutes
of vocal recordings from their culture, where
transcription consisted of segmentation and note pitch
correction. The experts then systematically compared
their independent transcriptions, isolated and formalised
contexts which led to disagreements.

Each team was led by an ethnomusicologist and
included two or three transcribers deeply familiar with
the tradition they were annotating. The instruction was to
produce independent analytic transcriptions based on
expert’s perception. Yet each team had their own research
question which shaped the choice of musical fragments
and the transcription process:

● The Japanese team analysed 9 recordings: 3
different singers x 3 different folk songs, with
one historical performance and two modern
performances by the co-authors for each song.

● The Russian team put together a corpus of
ethnographic solo and group singing recordings
(with one channel per singer) from a variety of
local traditions and genres (21 monophonic
tracks from 12 songs)

● The Jewish team transcribed 10 excerpts from
the few existing recordings of Romaniote Torah
cantillation - a selection of the recitation of the
same biblical text chanted by different
Romaniote practitioners. They include
speech-like declamation alongside singing.

● The Alpine team transcribed 9 solo excerpts
from the central European yodelling tradition.

● The Chinese research team transcribed 11
excerpts from Hebei Bangzi, a genre of Chinese
traditional opera, covering a range of tempos
including slow, moderate, fast, and rubato
patterns.

3. ANNOTATION METHODOLOGY

Transcription was conducted in three phases: pitch curve
correction, segmentation, note pitch correction. The first

two phases were conducted in Tony [17], with note pitch
correction done in Sonic Visualizer [18].
The f0 curve was automatically extracted using pYIN in

Tony, then manually corrected and agreed within the
team. Segmentation and note pitch correction were
performed independently by each transcriber. Note
segmentation was done in Tony without relying on Tony’s
automatic segmentation suggestions. It was found that the
note pitch automatically assigned by Tony to be the
median of the pitch curve was not always perceived as
accurate. Therefore note segments were exported to Sonic
Visualiser and pitch was manually corrected where
necessary. Sonic Visualiser turned out to be a much less
convenient and responsive tool for note pitch correction
than Tony was for note segmentation, therefore our
segmentation annotations, which were performed from
scratch, are of higher quality than the note pitch
annotations, which were largely based on the automated
suggestions.

4. THE DATASET

The dataset comprises three components: the audio files,
the song documentation files and the annotations. Audio
filenames are the song titles chosen by the team (usually
lyrics incipits) from which the analysed fragments
originated. The documentation files from each team
contain information about the songs, the performers,
where and when the songs were recorded, what is their
social or musical function (e.g. “wedding song”, or
“Genesis 1:1-11”), the rights holders of the complete
recordings and where these recordings can be accessed.
The annotations are in the form of .csv files, including

f0, note segments with uncorrected pitch (f0 median),
note segments with manually corrected pitch. The
filenames are constructed of the song title, transcriber
abbreviation and data type (pitches, segments or notes):
<Song_title__OV__notes.csv>

The dataset is available under the CC BY-NC-SA 4.0
license to allow non-commercial use and facilitate
replicability and further research. A version of record of
the annotations is hosted on Zenodo1. The access to the
full dataset including audio can be requested by filling
out a short online form2. The answers will be reviewed by
a team member and a link to download the dataset will be
provided. This is in recognition of the fact that the audio
fragments in our dataset contain sensitive religious and
ritual material. We ask the users of the dataset to treat the
recordings, their performers and their communities with
respect and to refrain from aggregating the dataset for
unrestricted online access.
The VocalNotes dataset welcomes new contributions of

audio and annotations which follow the same
methodology [19]. All the annotations collected during
the project, the guidelines, video tutorials and software
scripts are available in the VocalNotes Open Science
Framework repository3.

3 https://osf.io/4n5ry/
2 request form at https://forms.gle/W86j2koBwpkfmnBc9
1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10065955

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?broken=IDafoU
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/?ref=chooser-v1
https://osf.io/4n5ry/
https://forms.gle/W86j2koBwpkfmnBc9
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10065955
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